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26. Dark Matter

sections, and Figure 26.1 shows the best constraints for SI couplings in the cross section versus DM
mass parameter space, above masses of 0.3 GeV.
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Figure 26.1: Upper limits on the SI DM-nucleon cross section as a function of DM mass.
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Targeting the Sub-GeV Region

sections, and Figure 26.1 shows the best constraints for
mass parameter space, above masses of 0.3 GeV.

Threshold
❖

Sub-GeV DM: largely unexplored
• Limits up to 1010 weaker
• Can get competetive results with
1010 smaller detector exposure!

❖

Nuclear recoils sensitive for mDM > 1 GeV

❖

Electron recoils can be sensitive down to mDM ~ 1 MeV
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Directionality To (One Day) Pierce Neutrino Floor
❖

Directionality: link a signal with region of the sky

Power
of Directionality
• DM ‘wind’
expected to come from Cygnus constellation
Penetrating the neutrino floor
❖

But also to be insensitive to neutrino floor
• Low mass neutrino floor mostly from solar neutrinos

Power of Directionality

the neutrino
floor
• Cygnus never Penetrating
overlaps with
Sun
solar
neutrinos

WIMPs

O’Hare et al, Phys. Rev. D 92, 063518 (2015)

Directionality

solar
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Solid State Targets: The Advantage of 2D Materials
❖

Back of the envelope calculation:
KDM = 5-50 eV (for mDM = 10-100 MeV)

Graphene

• Assuming vDM ~ 300 km/s
❖

Enough to extract an electron from carbon
• Φe ~ 4.3 eV, so Ke ~ 1-50 eV
• Extremely short range in matter!

❖

Single-wall
nanotube

2D materials: electrons ejected directly into vacuum
• Graphene and carbon nanotubes
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Single atomic layer weakly bound in sp-3theconfiguration
structure)
carbon atoms in graphane are(2D
no longer
planar.
The unit cell of SSHGraphene also contains four atoms, two
carbons and two hydrogens. We carried out full optimization
of the unit cell, including both the unit cell geometry and the
atomic positions. The optimized geometry of SSHGraphene
is shown in Figure 1. As seen from the figure, the cell is
similar to that of graphene, except that the lattice parameter
for SSHGraphene is now enlarged to 2.82 Å, which is larger
than graphane (2.51 Å) as well. Notice that the enhancement is
necessary in order to accommodate the hydrogen atoms, as the
unoptimized unit cell of graphene does not favor the complete
hydrogenation. The increase in the lattice parameter is due to
2
2 increased
the increase in the carbon-carbon
bonds, which is
from 1.42 (in graphene) to 1.63 Å. The increase in the bond
length upon hydrogenation is not surprising, as the same effect

system. The binding energies for graphene and grapha
reported in the literature.13 The overall trend is quite
forward. Graphene, having the smallest C-C bond, is t
stable of all. Although not as stable as others, SSHGra
still strongly bound. To put it in perspective, recall that
has the binding energy 6.49 eV/atom while acetylene
eV/atom,13 and both are among the most stable hydro
Thus there is no doubt that SSHGraphene is indeed ver
Further, we studied the reaction pathway of the h
detachment using nudge-elastic-band method. Two ca
considered: desorption of 50% H atoms (one H per p
cell) and desorption of effectively single H atom (one
2×2 unit cell). The potential energy landscapes obtai
Fig. 2, clearly depict one deep potential well at 1.08
presence of the deep well and the absence of any ot
in the vicinity clearly favors the formation of SSHGr
(More details in Supplemental Material.30 ) We woul
mention that synthesis of the SSHGraphene may be si
graphane in which the hydrogen atoms are kinetically
in the potential-energy minimum near the graphene p
It is well known that the graphene band structure
sensitive to deformations of any kind. As noted befo
is a clear evidence that upon partial hydrogenation t
gap of graphene is opened. It is thus easy to co
that the SSHGraphene would be a semiconductor. H
the most remarkable feature of SSHGraphene is tha
semiconductor with an indirect band gap. The band s
of SSHGraphene shown in the upper part of Fig. 3
exhibits an indirect band gap. The value of the gap is
for HSE and 1.89 eV for PBE functional. The qualitativ
of band structure remains unchanged. This value of t
gap is of interest as it lies in between the gapless g
and the rather wide band-gap graphane (3.5 eV by D
5.4 eV by GW method31 ). Thus, SSHGraphene bec
preferred organic candidate for semiconductor based
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Hexagonal structure SSHGraphene with
carbon and hydrogen atoms shown in darker and lighter shade,
respectively. The structure has the symmetry of graphene and the
carbon atoms are in a single plane (unlike graphane).
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G-FET: Sensitive to Single Electrons
❖

10 µm

• Minimum at neutrality point
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Graphene-FETs
as
Directional
Dark
Matter
Detectors
Graphene FET
Pixelated Sheet
Scalability to Single
Graphene FET

Hochberg, et al., PLB 772 (2017) 239

top
view
top view

❖

Pixelated Sheet
Scalability to Single
Pixel
Pixel
Double-sided G-FET geometry, between two electrodes (V = -100 V)

source
source

• To accelerate ejected electrons back towards graphene
S

S
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ribbon

❖

DM event: coincidence of two cells (departure and arrival)
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• Aligning towards Cygnus: excess of top vs bottom events

stacked volume
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❖

Ballistic drift: knowing E, ∆x and ∆t
E
e
→ can fully reconstruct electron ve ⃗
•

ve ⃗ correlated to DM wind direction

DM Wind

• Directionality
:
design for graphene directional detection. The left panel illustrates
a cut-out of the stacked volume of
ne Francesco
sheets that
form the detector. For Carbon
graphene
sheets in the
detector
scattered electrons follow a “FETPandolfi
Nanostructures
forinner
Directional
Darkvolume,
Matter, 29.07.20
T” trajectory (center panel). In this case, an electron in the center of the detector is repelled from the layer above by
-V
-V conceptual
A

TOF
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Growing Vertically Aligned Carbon Nanotubes in the Lab
❖

Vertically-aligned nanotubes grown through Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD)
• Internal diameter ~20 nm, length up to 300 µm

CVD growth

• Single- or multi-wall depending on growth technique
• Can be grown on diﬀerent substrates
❖

New CVD chamber installed in Rome Sapienza
• Thanks to ATTRACT funding
• Commissioning ended last week
• New growths expected this week

Francesco Pandolfi
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Some Recent Aligned Nanotubes We’ve Grown
Growths done in Elettra (Trieste) CVD chamber

Silicon substrate

Fused silica substrate

H = 157 µm

H = 200 µm

(Longest CNTs ever grown on fused silica?)
Francesco Pandolfi
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Aligned Nanotubes: a Highly Anisotropic Target

ctroscopy of ion-bombarded MWCNTs with 5 keV Arþ at high integrated ﬂux (1.5 " 1017 ions/cm2), with different geometries: lateral bombardment (left
(right panels). SEM images, top view (b,c) and lateral view (f,g). Raman spectra focused on the sample top (a, green, and d, blue) and on the side (e,
aman ﬁtting components are reported as gray curves superimposed over the experimental data. Raman data of the clean pristine sample are shown for
s gray spectra. (A colour version of this ﬁgure can be viewed online.)

❖

• Lateral penetration < 15 µm

G. D’Acunto, et al., Carbon 139 (2018) 768

Lateral

Raman analysis after Ar+ bombardment

Longitudinal

• Longitudinal damage along full length
(180 µm)
• Highly anisotropic density
❖

As DM target: recoil electron escapes
only if velocity in direction of tubes
• Most likely when tubes // DM wind
• Directionality by design

y data of LAT (left) and TOP (right) ion-bombarded MWCNTs with 5 keV Arþ at saturation (1.5 " 1017 ions/cm2) measured from the sample side, at
mple. Raman data from the side (0 mm) to 15 mm depth after lateral bombardment (left panel), and on the lateral side from the top to the bottom (180 mm
ter top bombardment (right panel). (A colour version of this ﬁgure can be viewed online.)
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Nanotube Detector Concept: the ‘dark-PMT’
Dark-PMT
DM Wind

recoil electron

Da
Da

❖

rk-

rk-

PM

PM

T1

T2

‘Dark-photocathode’ of aligned nanotubes
❖

• Ejected e- accelerated by electric field
• Detected by solid state e- counter
Francesco Pandolfi

Two sets of detectors: pointing towards
Cygnus, and in orthogonal direction
• Search variable: N1-N2
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ction scheme proposed, di↵erently from [1], small irularities in the geometry of nanotubes are inessential.
or comparison with previous work, we present the
usion plot, see Fig. 3, which can be obtained with
detection configuration here proposed. We perform
2
ll calculation including ⇡ and sp
electrons. The

Similar Expected Performance for Two Detector Concepts
Cavoto, et al., PLB 776 (2018) 338

Nanotubes
(Dark-PMT)
Graphene
(G-FET)

Exposure = 1 kg · 1 year

. 3: We compare our results with those obtained by
hberg et al. [2]. Calculations are done including both
trons from ⇡ orbitals and from sp2 hybridized orbitals.
Francesco Pandolfi
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26.7 Astrophysical detection of dark matter
. 3: We compare our results with those obtained by
DM as a microscopic constituent can have measurable, macroscopic effects on astrophysic
hberg et al. [2]. Calculations are done including both
systems. Indirect DM detection refers to the search for the annihilation or decay debris from D
particles, resulting in detectable species, including especially gamma rays, neutrinos, and antimatt
trons from ⇡ orbitals and from sp2 hybridized orbitals.
The production
rate of such particles depends on (i) the annihilation (or decay)
14 rate (
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Silicon Detectors for keV Electrons

DFV (mm)

6
4
2
0
-2
-4

❖
DM Wind

Benchmark: Avalanche Photo-Diodes

-6

-4

⌀DFH
= (mm)
3 mm
-2

0

2

4

• Simple, cost-eﬀective
recoil electron

• Hamamatsu windowless APD

Challenge: detect keV electrons
(with high eﬃciency)

Possible upgrade: Silicon Drift Detectors
• Ultimate resolution
• FBK (SDD) + PoliMi (electronics)
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Characterizing Silicon Detectors with the Roma Tre
❖

State-of-the-art e- gun at University Roma Tre

Faraday Cup

e

UV lamp

Gun

The experimen

e- Analyser

• Electron energy: 90 < E < 1000 eV
• Energy uncertainty < 0.05 eV
❖

Gun current as low as a few fA
• i.e. electrons at ~10 kHz (not bunched)

❖

Beam profile ~ 0.5 mm
• Completely contained on APD (⌀ = 3 mm)
APD

Francesco Pandolfi
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DFV (mm)
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APD Calibration with 900 eV Electrons
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DFV (mm)

APD (o) current (A)
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NanoUV
Ee = 900 eV
Vapd = 350 V
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10

4

Iapd = I0 + G×Igun

2

DFH (mm)

❖

Iapd [pA]

Eo= 900 eV IFC = -12 pA

A)

-6

10

I0 = 1.1 ± 1.4 pA

Reading APD bias current when shooting gun on it

G = 385.9 ± 2.8
χ2 / NDF = 0.44 / 4

• Vapd = 0: electronic ‘image’ of APD
• Vapd = 350 V: Iapd proportional to Igun
Francesco Pandolfi
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Dark-PMT Prototype ‘Hyperion’ Assembled in Rome
DM Wind

recoil electron

APD

Nanotubes

Francesco Pandolfi

Vacuum
pump

First test run will start soon
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Conclusions
❖

Carbon nanostructures: exciting new possibilities for light dark matter searches
• 2D materials: recoiling electrons ejected directly into vacuum

❖

Two detector concepts, both with directional sensitivity
• ‘G-FET’: made of graphene nanoribbons
• ‘Dark-PMT’: made of aligned carbon nanotubes

❖

Some of this work has received funding
from the ATTRACT project funded by the EC
under Grant Agreement 777222

Lots of exciting R&D ongoing both in Princeton and Rome!
• New CVD chamber in Rome expected to start growing nanotubes soon
• Dark-PMT prototype ready for first tests

Francesco Pandolfi
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